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.Introduction: Blood velocity encoding using the phase contrast (PC) method is commonly used to assess hemodynamic function in a number of valvular and vascular 
pathologies. However, the abnormal flow conditions that exist in the presence of these lesions can cause physiologically misleading image artifacts. For example, 
elevated velocities and flow acceleration in the presence of stenoses will cause spatial velocity misregistration (due to the time difference between the spatial encoding 
gradient lobe and the velocity encoding gradient lobe). In addition, stenotic flow conditions often cause short timescale (view-to-view) velocity fluctuations 
accompanied by turbulence or complex flow patterns within a single image voxel. These phenomena are known to cause intravoxel dephasing (i.e. signal loss and a 
degraded velocity to noise ratio) and ghosting, which can result in regionally incorrect velocity measurements [1]. In order to mitigate these artifacts, scan parameters 
and gradient lobes can be optimized [2]. However, while the impact of these artifacts can be reduced, they can not be fully eliminated. Thus, it remains important to 
quantify the presence of image artifacts and their effect on measured flow velocities through the use of flow phantoms – which is the initial motivation for this work.  

In the absence of a ground truth velocity field solution, ultrasound and particle image velocimetry (PIV) are often used as comparative measurements; however 
these techniques have their own inherent errors and limitations. Alternatively, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can be used to obtain a reference measurement [1,3]. 
However, CFD is time-consuming, computationally intensive, and sensitive to small alterations of the inlet and boundary conditions.  With this in mind, and given the 
geometric simplicity of a stenosis phantom, the opportunity exists to analytically solve for velocity fields using the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations.  Thus, we present a 
N-S flow solution derived using a flexible integral-momentum/energy method [4] and compare it to 3D PC measurements in a corresponding stenosis phantom.   

Methods: A schematic of the stenosis phantom and the prescribed cylindrical coordinate system are shown 
in Fig. 1a. For clarity, dimensional variables are shown with a ‘ˆ’ to differentiate from the dimensionless 
variables shown in eqn. 1. As seen in Fig. 1a, the axial coordinate and velocity are described by z and u, 
with U as the centerline velocity. The local radius is R(z) and R0 is the unconstricted upstream section; Ũ0 
represents the average velocity in the unobstructed tube, p pressure, and σ the fluid density.  

To solve for the velocity field, the cylindrical integral-momentum N-S equation was first obtained by 
integrating across the axial cross-sections (eqn. 2, ‘Re’=upstream Reynolds number). Similarly, as shown 
in eqn. 3, the integral-energy equation was obtained by multiplying ru with the N-S equation and 
integrating. Ultimately, to obtain the generalized equation, four assumptions were made: (1) the fluid is 
laminar, incompressible, and Newtonian; (2) the viscous component of the normal stress (∂2u/∂z2) is 
negligible compared to the radial component; (3) the velocity profile can be expressed as a polynomial; (4) 
the pressure terms in eqn. 2 and 3 can be eliminated using substitution [4]. Using these assumptions, the 
energy and momentum equations were combined to obtain eqn. 4. Implementing a series of boundary 
conditions, eqn. 4 was reduced to obtain a solvable first-order, stiff, nonlinear ordinary differential 
equation (ODE) [4]. The ODE solution results are shown in fig. 2a.  

In order to compare the results with PC-MRI, the stenosis phantom (constant flow 5.9±0.5 L/min; 
upstream Re=800) was measured on a 3T MR system (Trio, Siemens, Germany) using standard flow-
sensitive 3D PC-MRI (venc=±150 cm/s; TE/TR=3.0/5.7ms) with isotropic spatial resolution (1.0 mm3).  

Results and Discussion: The results of the MR validation measurements are shown in Figure 2b and compared to the analytic solution in Fig. 2d-f. The root mean 
square error (RMSE) between the two velocity fields was 14.1% (n=2400 velocity pairs). This is similar to the 10% RMSE that CFD efforts have reported for complex 
flow fields, however it was higher than expected based off the simple assumptions used to obtain a analytic solution [3]. Barring the possibility of significant error in the 
MR measurements, a possible reason for the high RMSE could be a transition to turbulent flow in the region distal to the stenosis. It is well known that stenoses and 
flow divergence regions promote flow separation, vortex shedding, and turbulence [1] – conditions that would violate the laminar flow solution assumption. In the 
phantom, the upstream Reynolds number was 800 and laminar (as confirmed by a parabolic upstream profile); however, at the stenosis, the Reynolds number was 2700. 
This, combined with a geometric ‘trip’ caused by the constriction, may cause a transition to turbulent flow. Accordingly, Fig. 2e highlights representative distal regions 
where the flow field deviates from the experiment (‘*’), possibly due to the presence of turbulent flow. Since additional evidence of boundary layer separation and 
turbulent flow were present as signal loss regions in the MR intensity images, additional efforts are underway to measure the flow field at lower Reynolds numbers.  

Nonetheless, considering that viscous energy losses are fully included in the integral equations presented here, the analytic solution remains useful for the 
validation of MR derived pressure fields. Often, pressure gradients across stenotic lesions are calculated using the simplified Bernoulli equation, which does not account 
for viscous losses. As shown in figure 2c, pressure gradient estimation based on Bernoulli can thus result in large errors (RMSE=23.2%, dashed line and ‘**’) as evident 
from the comparison to the analytical solution (solid line). More advanced MR based pressure gradient calculations using Navier Stokes modeling (blue line in Fig. 2c) 
[5] can substantially improve the agreement with the solution derived from the integral equations (RMSE=9.3%).  
Conclusion: A generalized laminar solution was presented for stenotic velocity fields which is independent of flow rate and model geometry. The ability to adjust flow 
and geometry may prove useful to identify turbulent flow transitions, as well as to quantify the effect abnormal flow has on the generation of imaging artifacts. 
 

 
Fig. 2. (a-b) Analytic model and experimental results; (c) calculated pressure gradients; (d-e) velocity profiles from the analytic solution and volumetric experimental 
measurements (collapsed using radial symmetry, averaged, and displayed at intervals along the phantom length). 
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Fig. 1. (a) Stenosis geometry and coordinate system; 
(1) nondimensional variables; (2-4) integral 
momentum, energy, and general solution equations. 
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